Available Glass Shapes
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites

Lighthouse™ Collection

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

A Double Granite
B Clear Ripple Wave
C Clear Bevel
D Patina Caming
E Cord
F Hammered
G Clear

Camas™
Privacy Rating 5

Cord
Privacy Rating 8

Clear Glass
Privacy Rating 1

Hammered
Privacy Rating 9

Note: Not all glass options available in all door and sidelite shapes shown
©2018 Trinity Glass International, Inc.
Silverdale®
Shown in Brass Caming
Also available in Patina & Zinc Caming

Available Glass Shapes
7’ & 8’ heights also available
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites
Transoms also available

Privacy Rating 7

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

A Bronze Reflective Bevel
B Gray Texture
C Clear Bevel
D Brass Caming

This collection is made up of Textured Glass. Bubbles, swirls, and lines are part of the unique characteristic of this glass type. They will vary in shape, size, and location throughout the glass pattern giving this glass collection a truly unique and inspiring classic look and design.
Lakewood®
Shown in Patina Caming
Also available in Brass & Zinc Caming

Available Glass Shapes
7' & 8' heights also available
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites
Transoms also available

Brass
Zinc

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 6

A Clear Bevel
B Granite*
C Glue Chip
D Patina Caming

*Lakewood 3/4 Oval (Smooth & Oak Style), Full Oval (Oak Style) and Transoms do not contain Granite Glass.

Detail image shown is representative of the Center Arch glass and Sidelite glasses only.
This collection is made up of Textured Glass. Bubbles, swirls, and lines are part of the unique characteristic of this glass type. They will vary in shape, size, and location throughout the glass pattern giving this glass collection a truly unique and inspiring classic look and design.

Available Glass Shapes
7' & 8' heights also available

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites
Transoms also available
Preston®
Shown in Zinc Caming
Also available in Patina Caming

Available Glass Shapes:
- A: Granite
- B: Fluted
- C: Clear Bevel
- D: Glue Chip Bevel
- E: Zinc Caming

Available Sidelites:
- 7' & 8' heights also available

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Privacy Rating Scale 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 7

Patina

©2018 Trinity Glass International, Inc.
Medina®
Shown in Zinc Caming
Also available in Brass Caming

Available Glass Shapes
7' & 8' heights also available
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites
Transoms also available

Privacy Rating 7

Privacy Rating Scale 1-10
Least private to Most private

A Clear Bevel
B Glue Chip
C Zinc Caming
Monroe™
Shown in Zinc Caming

Available Glass Shapes
7’ & 8’ heights also available

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites
Transoms also available

A Fluted
B Clear Bevel
C Seedy
D Glue Chip
E Zinc Caming
F Amber

Monroe™ with Amber Glass

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 6
Phoenix™
Shown in Patina Caming

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 8

A Clear Bevel
B Granite
C Reeded
D Patina Caming
E Glue Chip Bevel (detail not shown)
F Amber

Available Glass Shapes
- 7' & 8' heights also available
- See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites
- Transoms also available

©2018 Trinity Glass International, Inc.
Available Glass Shapes

Brilliant Star™
Shown in Zinc Caming
Also available in Patina Caming

Privacy Rating 6

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

A Granite
B Clear Ripple Wave
C Clear Bevel
D Zinc Caming

Available Sidelites

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options
Available Glass Shapes
8' heights also available

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options
Marcello™
Wrought Iron

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 9

Available Glass Shapes
Available Sidelites

8' heights also available
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

©2018 Trinity Glass International, Inc.
Available Glass Shapes
7' & 8' heights also available
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites
Transom also available

Torino™ Wrought Iron

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 9

A Hammered
B Wrought Iron
Available Glass Shapes

8' height also available

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites

This collection is made up of Textured Glass. Bubbles, swirls, and lines are part of the unique characteristic of this glass type. They will vary in shape, size, and location throughout the glass pattern giving this glass collection a truly unique and inspiring classic look and design.

Privacy Rating Scale 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 5

Sweet Iris™
Shown in Zinc Caming

A Clear Bevel
B Blue Bevel
C Green Bevel
D Clear Texture
E Zinc Caming
Available Glass Shapes

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 5

A Bronze Reflective Bevel
B Zinc Caming
Available Glass Shapes

A Green Bevel
B Clear Bevel
C Seedy
D Clear Texture
E Patina Caming

Available Sidelites

7’ & 8’ heights also available

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

 PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 6

This collection is made up of Textured Glass. Bubbles, swirls, and lines are part of the unique characteristic of this glass type. They will vary in shape, size, and location throughout the glass pattern giving this glass collection a truly unique and inspiring classic look and design.
This collection is made up of Textured Glass. Bubbles, swirls, and lines are part of the unique characteristic of this glass type. They will vary in shape, size, and location throughout the glass pattern giving this glass collection a truly unique and inspiring classic look and design.

Available Glass Shapes

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options
Pink Lacey™
Shown in Brass Caming

Available Glass Shapes

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 6

A Clear Bevel
B Clear Texture
C Rose Ripple Wave
D Brass Caming

This collection is made up of Textured Glass. Bubbles, swirls, and lines are part of the unique characteristic of this glass type. They will vary in shape, size, and location throughout the glass pattern giving this glass collection a truly unique and inspiring classic look and design.
Available Glass Shapes

7' & 8' heights also available

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Cosmopolis™
Shown in Brass Caming

Privacy Rating 5

Privacy Rating Scale 1-10
Least private to Most private

A  Bronze Reflective Bevel
B  Clear Bevel
C  Brass Caming
**Vandalia™**
Shown in Zinc Caming

**Available Glass Shapes**

- A Clear
- B Clear Bevel
- C Seedy
- D Clear Ripple Wave
- E Zinc Caming

**Available Sidelites**

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

**Privacy Rating Scale 1-10**
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 5

©2018 Trinity Glass International, Inc.
Available Glass Shapes

- A Jewel
- B Clear Texture
- C Clear Bevel
- D Zinc Caming

Available Sidelites

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

This collection is made up of Textured Glass. Bubbles, swirls, and lines are part of the unique characteristic of this glass type. They will vary in shape, size, and location throughout the glass pattern giving this glass collection a truly unique and inspiring classic look and design.
Available Glass Shapes
7’ & 8’ heights also available
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Bevel
Shown in Brass Caming
Also available in Patina & Zinc Caming

Available Sidelites

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Patina
Zinc

Privacy Rating 1

A Clear Bevel
B Brass Caming
Modern Collection

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

A Hammered
B Cord
C Reeded

Available Glass Shapes
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites

Note: Not all glass options available in all door and sidelite shapes shown
Metro Collection

Available Glass Shapes

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites

Note: Not all glass options available in all door and sidelite shapes shown

©2018 Trinity Glass International, Inc.
Obscure Door & Sidelite Collection

Available Glass Shapes
7’ & 8’ heights also available
See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

Available Sidelites

Note: Not all glass options available in all door and sidelite shapes shown

©2018 Trinity Glass International, Inc.
Clear Lite Collections
Clear Glass, Internal Grille, Mini Blinds & SDLs

PRIVACY RATING SCALE 1-10
Least private to Most private

Privacy Rating 1

A Clear
B Mini Blinds
C Internal Grille - Contour
D Internal Grille - Flat Bar
E Simulated Divided Lite (SDL)

Clear Glass & Internal Grille (Low-E)
Available Glass Shapes

See Catalog or Door Builder for complete availability and options

* Internal Grille only
** Clear Glass only